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Finally, on Friday, we burnished half of each sized sheet with a stone agate to make it into fine writing paper.
Enameled paper: any coated paper. Each portfolio contains a study set of up to fifty-seven different blank
sheets of paper from the 16th through early 19th centuries. What none of these systems allow for is the
computerised search of the images themselves, which would clearly be preferable. It is not always possible to
be sure that a given watermark is the same as the closest match in a printed catalogue. Watermarks on stamps
printed in yellow and orange can be particularly difficult to see. Finding a close match between a watermark in
a document and one in a database allows you to place your watermark at a specific point in this continuum,
and therefore makes it possible to estimate a very approximate date for the paper's manufacture. In a dark
room and under black light optical brighteners will usually fluoresce a very bright light blue or bright white.
Such devices can be very useful for they can be used without the application of watermark fluid and also allow
the collector to look at the watermark for a longer period of time to more easily detect the watermark. A
slightly rough surface and is semi-translucent. The drops of water disturb the pulp enough to thin the paper
where they land. The dandy roll is a light roller covered by material similar to window screen that is embossed
with a pattern. This problem would become acute in a database of watermarks of significantly greater scope
than any of the existing resources. It might be the identification of illustration techniques to , or the history of
European bookbinding, or teaching the history of the book. This method is called line drawing watermarks. It
is important to remember, however, that making a comparison between two similar watermarks is an not an
identification of the watermark: it is based on similitude, i. The hands-on part started the very first afternoon,
when we got a sense of the steps involved in hand papermaking by actually making paper, one Asian-style
sheet and one European-style sheet each: Rare Book School student dipping a European-style paper mold The
next afternoon, we each made two sheets of European-style paper, one from raw flax, the other from cooked
and washed flax, so we could see the difference in color and texture. The process of bringing out the stamp
watermark is fairly simple. For example, many modern wirephotos have no optical brighteners. It is unusual to
be able to find a specific watermark in any of the databases, however similar watermarks can usually be found.
Exposed to water and pulp, a mould might last a year, a watermark half that. Vellum: a modern version of
parchment, with the same dense, animal skin-like appearance. History[ edit ] The origin of the water part of a
watermark can be found back when a watermark was something that only existed in paper. Made by pressing a
finished paper sheet through hot cylinders. Smaller versions now exist in Los Angeles, London , and Lyon.
One of the reasons blank endleaves are often missing from old books is that forgers have removed them to use;
artists also sometimes like to work with old paper, and so might remove an endleaf for their own, legitimate
purposes. Some drafting paper is called vellum. Velox: Black and white paper print for proofing or display.
Version 2. Courtesy of the Folger Shakespeare Library. Gravell experimented with a new photosensitive
paper, Dylux , that DuPont had developed for use in the printing industry. The Folger is fortunate to have one
of the sixty McBey portfolios created by the Houghton Library at Harvard University in , though ours is one of
the lesser sets, having only fifty sheets of paper. At Rare Book School, book nerds like me spend an intensive
week studying a specific aspect of bibliography. Major collections of watermarks like Briquet demonstrate
clearly that there were definite trends in watermark design, with a tendency towards increasing elaboration.


